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Abstract:
Online sleep apnea (OSA) is the under – investigated rest issue. It is an exasperating component for a
real cardiovascular diseases, including stroke. In this framework wearable sensors and essential gainful
structure for watching obstructive lay apnea on a whole deal premise has been utilized . Furthermore
fuse temperature sensor, breathe in sensor, weight sensor and therefore a system for Internet of Things
has been introduced which reduces the hole between the restorative administrations and master
supervision. There it may be an absence of therapeutic gadget, for long haul mobile checking of OSA
since current frameworks are fairly cumbersome, costly, meddling, and can’t be utilized for long haul
observing in wandering settings. This paper ,we prose a wearable, precise and vitality effective rest
apnea on a long haul we likewise incorporate weight sensor ,temperature sensor ,inhale rate sensor. As
an installed framework for Internet of Things, it lessens the hole between home premise,home premise,
human services and expert supervision. We build up an effective time – space investigation to meet the
stringent assets limitations of inserted frameworks to figure the rest apnea score. Our framework , for a
publicly accessible database has an order exactness of above 88% for our new on the web and patient –
explicit examination, which considers the unmistakable profile of every patient.
Keywords: Long haul observing, obstructive rest apnea(OSA),online identification, wearable sensor,
alert through versatile.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Obstructive rest apnea (OSA) is the most widely recognized kind of rest apnea and is brought about
by total or fractional hindrances of the upper aviation route. It is described but redundant scene of shallow
or stopped breathing amid rest, regardless of the push to inhale. People with OSA are once in a while
mindful of trouble breathing, even after arousing. Usually perceived as an issue by other people who
watch t he person amid scenes or is associated on the grounds that its impacts on the body.OSA is
regularly went with wheezing.
Some utilization of the terms obstructive rest apnea disorder to allude to OSA which is related with
side effects amid the daytime. Symptoms might be available for a considerable length of time or even a
long time without recognizable proof, amid which time the individual may wind up molded to the
daytime drowsiness of rest unsetting influence. People who for the most part rest alone are frequently
unconscious of the condition, without a normal bed-accomplice to notice and make them mindful of their
side effects. As the muscle tone of the body usually unwinds amid rest, and the aviation route at the
throat is made out of dividers of delicate tissue, which can fall. Despite the fact that a minor level of OSA
is viewed as inside the limits of typical rest, and numerous people encounter scenes of OSA sooner or
later throughput everyday life, a little level of individuals have interminable, extreme OSA. Numerous
individuals encounter scenes of OSA for just a brief period. This can be the consequence of upper
respiratory contamination that causes nasal blockage, alongside swelling of the throat, or tonsillitis that
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briefly delivers extremely augmented tonsils. Thus we develop a efficient time domain analysis and the
main objective of this paper is to reduce the gap between the health care and the physician, alert the
doctors in the critical stages of the patients and also to monitor the patients continuously.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Mechanized rest apnea discovery and seriousness recognizable proof has to a great extent concentrated on
multivariate sensor information in the previous two decades. Clinically as well as, rest apnea is
recognized utilizing a mix of markers including blood oxygen immersion, breath rate and so on. All the
more as of late, researchers have started to examine the utilization of quick pulses for recognition and
seriousness estimation of rest apnea. Nonetheless, the best-known methods that utilization pulse and its
subsidiaries have possessed the capacity to accomplish under 85% precision in grouping minute -tominute apnea information.
To locate an effective and substantial option of polysomnography (PSG), this paper explores ongoing
rest apnea and hypopnea disorder (SHAS) recognition dependent on electrocardiograph (ECG) and
immersion of in blend. We incorporate ten machine-learning calculations in their grouping test. It is
demonstrated that our proposed SpO2 highlights outflank the ECG includes as far as analytic capacity.
All the more essentially, we propose classifier blend to additionally upgrade the characterization
execution by tackling the corresponding data given by individual classifiers. In this paper they have built
up a minimal factor, constant rest apnea checking framework “Apnea Med Assist” for perceiving
obstructive rest apnea scenes with a high level of precision for both home and clinical consideration
applications. The completely computerized framework utilizes patient’s single channel nighttime ECG to
separate capabilities, and utilizations the help vector classifier (SVC) to identify apnea scenes.
In this paper it is observed that continuously patients experienced polysomography, and resulting
occasions (strokes and passing) were checked. The analysis of the obstructive rest apneas disorder depend
on an apnea-hypopnea record of 5 or higher; patients with an apnea-hypopnea list of under 5 filled in as
the examination gathering.At standard ,the mean apnea-hypopnea list in the patients with the disorder was
35,as contrasted and a mean apnea-hypopnea record of 2 in the correlation gathering . In an unadjusted
investigation,the obstructive rest apnea disorder was related with stroke or passing from any reason
III.
EXISTING SYSTEM
A wearable sensor can be fixed in the patient’s body, it can continuously monitored the heart beat by
using ECG and gives the data in the form of analog. This analog signal will be converted in the form of
digital signal by using ADC. After converting the signal will be send to both noise filtering and ECG
compression. Here we used Low pass filter to remove the unwanted noise which is available in the digital
signal. The same signal is given to the compression which is used to reduce the storage space of the data.
Finally it will store in the SD card.

Fig 1. Processing blocks of Online sleep analysis
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The filtered data will be given to the next portion of the block ECG delineation which is
the reliable detection of fundamental ECG components, and from these parameters of the diagnostic
significance are to be identified and extracted. These signal is modified as suitable to monitor both sleep
apnea treatment and cardiac monitor. These both signal can send the information to network, and it can be
accessed through the internet.
A. Limitations
The life time of the wearable device is approximately 46 days. It can only monitored ECG. There is no
special device to alert the physician about the patient’s critical condition. There is a limited storage space
in this device. There is no device for location identification.
IV.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
This Paper is fully based on Embedded technology. This system will continuously monitor the health
condition of the patient, additionally it can find the location of the patient through the GSM technology.
This device not only detect cardiac and also monitor the temperature, pressure and breathe problem of the
patient. So that this device can be used for many diseases. Even children can affected by the cancer. By
using this device we can easily monitor the health condition of that patient through cloud data base. In
this device we used 230V of power supply and it can converted into 12V by using step down transformer.
After that this AC supply will be converted into DC supply and it can be reduced into 5V of constant
supply by using regulator. This 5V supply is given to the Controller. This device will provide the different
types of health measurements by using suitable sensors. These measurements are given to the controller
as input and these outputs will be displayed on the LCD display. GSM makes use of narrow band TDM
technique for transmitting signals, it operates at 850Mhz, 900Mhz, 1800Mhz and 1900Mhz frequency
bandwidth.By using IoT technology the data are stored in cloud data base, from this we can access the
data at anywhere anytime. If the patient’s health condition reaches the critical stage then it will alert
immediately to the health physician and the neighbors through the mobile phone or PC
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Fig 2.Block diagram for proposed system
A. Advantages
The life time of the wearable device more than 46 days. It can not only monitor ECG and also monitor
temperature, pressure, heart rate and breathe. There is a special device to alert the physician about the
patient’s critical condition. There is a large storage space in the device. There is a GPS to track the
location. The collected data has more accurate value. The data will be very high. Efficiency is more
V.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method has worked efficiently and it provides good quality output and generates required
results. The result for the various level of signal has listed here and provides the valuable information for
analyzing its data. Here data rate, efficiency, life time and accuracy are calculated.

Fig 3. Different parameter to measure apnea
Table1. Comparison between existing system & proposed system
Existing
Methods
Proposed system
system
Efficiency
Parameters
Data rate
Accessibility
Communicatio
n
Monitor
process
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Low
Single
parameter
Low speed
data rate
Difficult to
access
Wired
communicati
on
Difficult to
monitor

High
Multi parameter
High speed data
rate
Easy to access
Wireless
communication
continuously
monitor at data
base using IOT
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VI.
CONCLUSION
From these wearable sensors we can easy to analyze the specific disease of the patient and also it
can be used as early warning device. By using the IoT technology we can easy to store the data of the
patient on cloud data base which can be used to get the information at anytime and anywhere. The GSM
technology is used as a alert device through the data message. These devices will make the physician to
access the patient easily and protect their patient before the critical stage. These devices are very useful
for the hospital management.
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